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1 – Background

E-books first appeared in the 1970’s under initiatives such as the Gutenberg 
project, which aimed to make text archives available as e-books.1 It was not until 
the 1980’s that commercial e-books began to appear with America leading the way. 
The last ten years have witnessed the use of e-books within libraries increase. 
Although consumer e-book sales currently outweigh library sales it is clear that 
libraries, including academic libraries, are steadily increasing their e-book holdings. 
A recent study of American University Libraries has estimated that between 94% and 
97% own or subscribe to e-books.2  Despite this high percentage of academic 
libraries including e-books within their collections other data suggests that libraries 
are hesitant about committing a significant proportion of their budget to e-books. 
The same study found that currently less than 6% of their acquisitions budget is 
spent on e-books.3 But why are libraries so reticent about acquiring e-books? 
Usage surveys have found that e-books are popular with users, their attraction 
being access to full-text anytime and anywhere. So if users are increasingly turning 
to e-books to meet their needs why are libraries so cautious about procuring e-
books?  

Before we examine the issues that underlie the acquisition of e-books by academic 
libraries it is necessary to define some of the terms and actors within the scholarly 
e-book world.

An e-book, for the purpose of this paper, is defined as any content that is 
recognizably book-like and made available electronically for reference or reading 
on any device with a screen.4

Actors in the scholarly E-book world:

• Publishers – supply e-books directly to the library
• Vendors – sell e-books on behalf of publishers. They often offer content 

from different publishers and provide access to the book through the 
publisher’s website.

• Aggregators – supply content from different publishers but they licence the 
content from the publishers and so host the e-books on their own platform.

Different models of acquisition
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Libraries and the Academy 13.2 (2013), p.189.

3 Walters, ‘Challenges for Acquisition and Collection Management’, p.189.

4 Cilip, p. 3.
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When acquiring e-books for a library it is possible to obtain either individual titles 
or packages. The packages tend to be grouped by the supplier according to subject 
or publication date. There are predominantly four ways in which to acquire e-
books:

• Outright purchase – This is a purchase of a book or package which 
theoretically entitles the library to retain access indefinitely. However there is 
often an annual platform fee to the supplier to cover the cost of hosting the 
e-book.

• Subscription – This is where a library takes out a subscription to a book 
which grants access for a specific period of time. Prices tend to be based on 
subject area and the number of titles available in that area, the number of 
potential users, the size of the institution and the number of FTE students 
who would potentially need access. Discounts are often offered for multi-
year deals.

• Credit system – This is where e-books are purchased with a number of 
credits and each use deducts a credit. Once the credits have run down access 
is no longer available.

• Rental – Only a few companies offer this option and is where if the title is not 
owned by the library and a user requires it, the library can pay a fee to allow 
the user temporary access.
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2 - Issues

2.1 – Legal

There are a number of legal issues that hinder the inclusion of e-books in a library 
collection. 

• The First-sale doctrine does not apply to e-books. With printed volumes the 
rights holder is unable to control the subsequent lending or re-sale of the 
volume after the initial sale. Therefore after purchasing a printed volume the 
library is able decide whether to retain the item for circulation, re-sell or 
dispose of it. However this legislation does not currently apply to e-books as 
the publishers argue that e-books are ‘communicated to the public’ and not 
distributed.5 In addition the publishers argue that e-books are not sold to 
the libraries but their content can be accessed by a library by entering into 
an agreement with the rights-holder who will retain their rights. This means 
that after acquiring the content of an e-book the library is unable to either 
give the item away or re-sell it, or loan the item without permission.6 

• Another legal issue that discourages libraries from acquiring e-books is the 
copyright restrictions that are often in place on an e-book. Under the 
Copyright Licencing Agency a proportion of copying for a student enrolled on 
a course of study is allowed.7 However contract law supersedes copyright 
legislation and with many of the licences, which govern e-books, limiting or 
prohibiting copyright allowances this prevents or limits the copying of e-
books which in print volumes would be acceptable. These restrictions are 
enforced by Digital Rights Management (DRM) which are technologies used 
by the publishers to stop users carrying out activities that they want to 
prohibit. Although theoretically the DRM are upholding the licence terms 
there is no leeway for those who do not agree with the publisher’s 
interpretation of them.8 In other cases the technology may prevent the 
copying of the content even if the licence allows it, for example under the 
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act preservation related copying and re-
formatting for users with disabilities is allowed, however these processes are 
almost always prevented due to DRM. We have recently discovered that when 
the read-out-loud function on Dawsonera is used, it uses a ‘copy credit’, 
which is a feature of the DRM to ensure that the copyright allowance of the 
licence is not exceeded, for each page that is read.  

• There is currently no standard licence for e-books, which means there is a 
wide range of terms relating to access, printing, downloading, copying and 
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5 Cilip, p. 8.

6 Cilip, 8; Walters, ‘Challenges for Acquisition and Collection Management’, p.193.

7 http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/legalservices/staffinfo/copyright/ [accessed 8 October 2013].

8 W.H. Walters, ‘E-books in academic libraries: Challenges for sharing and use’ Journal of Librarianship and 
Information Science 0.0 (2013) http://lis.sagepub.com/content/early/2013/05/05/0961000612470279 [accessed 3 
October 2013] (p. 5).

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/legalservices/staffinfo/copyright/
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/legalservices/staffinfo/copyright/
http://lis.sagepub.com/content/early/2013/05/05/0961000612470279
http://lis.sagepub.com/content/early/2013/05/05/0961000612470279
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sharing of e-book content. The wide range of licences is because they are 
constantly changing and are often a unique product of negotiation between 
library or consortia and publisher.

Implications

Implications arising from these issues for the library to consider:

• As it is the publishers who decide the contents of a package, length of 
package, etc. the library is not taking all the decisions on collection 
development and management.

• The multiple licences involved in an e-book collection are staff intensive to 
maintain.

• DRM shifts the burden of proving that violation of copyright has occurred 
from the provider to proving that certain kinds of use is permissible to the 
user.9

• There is no standard DRM which means that different platforms allow users 
different abilities which complicates the user expectation of an e-book.  

• The DRM can also prevent the library from providing access to all of its 
resources for people with disabilities. In the case of the Dawsonera book the 
use of a ‘copy credit’ when using the read-out-loud feature by the DRM 
would prevent the student from being able to access the whole book. 

2.2 – Privacy

 
• The most common way of accessing an academic e-book is online via a 

computer. This is done using unique identifiers which can reveal a user’s 
identity.10 It is therefore possible to track the activity of a user and acquire a 
log of an individual’s activity e.g. pages read, search terms used, etc. which 
can be used for marketing purposes or passed to the police.11

Implications

• Although this clearly violates an individual’s privacy it is currently possible to 
acquire an electronic record of an individual’s borrowing habits and internet 
history. However the information currently available on an individual’s library 
record is not as detailed as what can be acquired from e-books. In addition 
the user is anonymised through Athens although it would be possible for the 
police to track the search history of an individual.
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2.3 – Inter-Library loans

• The majority of e-book licences do not permit inter-library loan. In the few 
cases where inter-library loans are allowed there are often limits imposed by 
the licence on the number of pages that can be used to fulfil an inter-library 
loan request.12

• Most libraries do not have the technical capabilities required to fulfil an 
inter-library loan request using an e-book. The British Library is unable to 
fulfil inter-library loan requests using electronic books. In the cases where 
they only have the electronic version, access to the title is only possible 
through the computers within their reading rooms.

Implications

• The inability to use e-books to fulfil inter-library loans raises a number of 
important issues for academic libraries to consider. It prevents the library 
from fulfilling one of its main functions, of providing access to a wide range 
of scholarly material to support and aid learning and research, and in doing 
so limits the range of scholarship available to users and has implications for 
the collection development policies of the libraries.

2.4 - Technical

• There are currently no standards within the e-book market. Unlike online 
journal articles where .pdf is the accepted standard file format there are 
currently no such standard in the e-book market. The latest Library and Book 
Trade Almanac listed sixteen different file formats that are currently in use.13 
Despite .pdf being acknowledged as the favoured file format of academic 
libraries, few companies use it. In addition some companies even use 
conversion software which will display a .pdf file differently on different 
platforms.14 In 2007 EPUB was developed as an e-book file standard by the 
International Digital Publishing Forum which could theoretically be read on 
any computer or mobile device.15 Although EPUB was developed as a file 
standard this will often display the book differently across devices and can 
be locked to one platform by the publisher. In addition it is not possible to 
retrospectively convert an e-book published in one format into an EPUB file, 
therefore there will always some e-books not available in EPUB. That being 
said a recent article by a medical student has criticised the inability of EPUB’s 
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14 Walters, ‘Challenges for Acquisition and Collection Management’, p.196.

15 Walters, ‘Challenges for Acquisition and Collection Management’, p.196.
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to take advantage of the digital media and produce interactive books.16 His 
ideal future, based on his workflow as a digital student, envisages the use 
of .pdf and EPUBs by the e-book publishers to produce interactive and smart 
e-books which would be viewed on a single platform of the users choice.17

• There is no consistent interface across the different platforms offered by the 
publishers, vendors and aggregators, a complaint we often receive from 
users.18 Therefore if the academic library acquires books from different 
suppliers the users are faced with multiple platforms which function 
differently. For example the area where an individual can select to download 
the title varies with the platform, on the DawsonEra platform the download 
option is with the bibliographic information of the title and is not available 
once you have entered the book. On the other hand the option to download 
the title to a computer or mobile device on Ebrary is found throughout the 
book as you are reading it.

• Although suppliers are beginning to offer the function of being able to 
download academic e-books to mobile devices, academic e-books are 
currently predominantly accessed using the supplier’s platforms. These 
platforms are often below the standard expected by users familiar with e-
readers as the majority lack functionality and ease of navigation. For example 
it is often necessary to scroll down and then back up again to read each page 
while in others the contents page is not hyperlinked which makes it difficult 
to access relevant chapters.19 Some e-books can also be in .pdf format as a 
scan of the book and therefore offer no search functionality.

• Some supplier’s platforms are not compatible with all mobile devices. The 
ability of an e-book to be downloaded from a platform and on to a mobile 
device is dependent on a number of factors which can include the version of 
the operating system the device runs on and when the device was made. For 
example books from Dawsonera can be downloaded to a Kindle Fire but not 
to the original Kindle. 

Implications

• These technical issues make it time intensive for staff as they have to 
maintain access to a wide-range of platforms, educate users in using them 
and field enquiries relating to them.
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www.emeraldinsight.com/0307-4803.htm [accessed 8 October 2013] (p. 29).

19 Dewan, p. 29; I. Lopatovska, Pattuelli, Lange, Orlofsky, ‘E-books in Academia: Expectations and 
Challenges’ iConference 2013 Proceedings <10.9776/13261> [accessed 3 October 2013] (p. 2).
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• Some file formats can be abandoned if a supplier goes out of business or is 
merged with another which can leave a library unable to access a book or 
unsupported if the file format is abandoned.20

• The multiple platform interfaces lack of functionality and navigational ability 
hinders the ease of access for a user, can lead to confusion and can make 
the user’s experience of reading an e-book less than satisfactory.  

2.5 - Accessibility

• Although e-books offer the potential to increase access to books for blind or 
partially sighted people, there are a number of issues that can restrict their 
use of e-books. The main issue is with the discovery and access of the book. 
Difficulties encountered include logging on to the suppliers platforms, 
navigating the online catalogues and selecting the titles to download.21 

• As many of the academic e-books are accessed online using computers they 
are predominantly read on computer screens, which can cause eye-strain 
and discomfort when reading long passages on screen.22

• Some users have reported feeling frustrated with the lack of access when 
mis-leading wording on the interface suggests that the interface has access 
to the full-text when it does not.23

Implications

• Libraries have a duty and legal responsibility to ensure that all users can 
realise the potential of all its services and collections by making reasonable 
adjustment. The difficulties encountered by blind and partially sighted 
students when accessing e-books can limit their opportunity to realise the 
potential of the collection and lead to a bad user experience. 

• User dissatisfaction can also arise when the expectation of having access to 
the full text is not met. Given the current competitive environment for UK 
higher education institutions it is imperative that the user has a good 
experience with the library services and is satisfied with the resources and 
services she receives. 

2.6 – Financial

• Unlike print books, e-books are not exempt from VAT which incurs an extra 
20% on the price. However there is a meeting this week of the European 
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Union’s European Council that is considering rationalising the VAT rate on e-
books across Europe which could reduce it from 20%.

• Academic e-books often cost more than the printed version and in the case 
of a perpetual access purchase an annual platform fee is often charge by the 
supplier.24

• Many of the e-books available for purchase are on a credit based model 
which means after the credits have been used by the users the library must 
purchase another bundle of credits if the item is still required. In addition 
some publishers have reduced the number of credits after the purchase, 
making the book more expensive. 

Implications

• To acquire e-books over the print equivalent an increased budget would be 
required to cover the VAT and additional costs incurred by e-books. Given 
the current economic climate in which libraries have to defend and fight for 
their resources budget, any resource that incurs additional cost must be 
considered carefully.

• The credit-based model on which many of the e-books are available to 
purchase do not allow the library to accurately plan and monitor the spend of 
their budget as it is unknown at what speed the credits will be used. However 
some suppliers, for example Dawson, re-instate the original number of 
credits on the twelve month anniversary of the purchase each year.

2.7 – Content

• There is generally a 3 to 18 month delay in the release of the e-version after 
the release of the print version. Although it is possible for a speeder 
deliverance of digital copies the embargoes emplaced by the publishers, to 
increase profits, prevent it.25

• There is currently a limited availability of academic titles in e-format. 
Scholarly titles only account for 10% of all e-books.26 In addition library e-
book vendors offer only a fraction of the titles needed by libraries. Although 
the number of academic titles offered by e-book vendors is starting to 
increase it is still not enough, in 2011-12 Ebrary only offered 31% of their 
print titles in e-book formation. Some subject areas are particularly 
problematic, Health Sciences have very few of the essential academic texts 
available in digital format.
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• The suppliers decide which titles go into the e-book packages offered and 
often reserve the right to add or withdraw titles throughout the subscription 
period.27

• EPUB is the preferred file format for e-books however it has been recognised 
that this file type does not work successfully with e-books from the Science 
and Maths areas. When using these files on mobile devices, equations and 
graphs may not display correctly because EPUBs are not reflowable.

Implications

• The delay in e-publication can impact of the collection development policy of 
the library as if there is a preference for e-books it will delay the acquisition 
of important titles and if there is no preference in format it will favour print 
over electronic.28 

• On account of the titles within an e-book package being chosen by the 
supplier the packages often include titles that are not wanted by the library. 
This can potentially reduce the value of the collection and waste a student’s 
time as their searches will be less precise and will lead them away from more 
valuable titles.

• The lack of academic titles available in e-format hinders the acceptance and 
universal uptake of the e-book. Robert Slater has argued that it is only when 
there is mass of relevant literature in e-book  format will a user begin to 
accept and regularly use e-collections.29 This scarcity of academic titles also 
prevents the development of a strong e-book collection.

• The right of the suppliers to change titles within a package during a 
subscription period means it is time intensive for staff to maintain accurate 
records of their collections. The possible changes in content can also mean 
that potentially a title that is highly used by your institution could be 
removed. In addition the changes to the titles within Ebrary collections are 
updated once a month by the knowledgebase provider, therefore the titles 
displayed on our discovery tool are not in real time and could potentially 
misinform a student that a title is available. 

2.8 – Use

Many of the licences that govern e-books restrict how the book is used. These 
restrictions include:
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• Limiting the amount of content that can be viewed by a single user either 
during a single session or during the term of the contract.30

• Preventing the transference of file. Some major publishers have ‘locked 
down’ their e-books so that it is only possible to access them on the physical 
premises of the library.31

• Limits on the number of users who can use an e-book at any one-time. It is 
occasionally possible to purchase an unlimited user licence but it incurs 
additional charges. Most of the licences also prohibit the use of e-books to 
walk-in users.

• Limits on the number of times a title can be viewed by an individual user 
which can cause access to be prevented when the limit is reached.32

• Preventing the use of e-books in course packs, while the DRM makes it 
difficult if not impossible for tutors to use pages within handouts.33

• The platforms on which the e-books are presented make it difficult to make 
annotations, a feature which is often required by users of academic 
libraries.34 For example it is not possible to highlight important text in 
Dawsonera.

• None of the purchasing models currently available guarantee permanent 
access to the title.

Implications

• All of these restrictions on the use of an e-book, imposed by the publisher 
through the licence contradict the ideal of the library. Academic libraries 
have developed as places to support and aid learning and research by 
allowing the use and borrowing of resources by members of the institution 
and community. By limiting those who can access the title and the usage of 
the title it opposes the function of the library.

2.9 – Sustainability

• E-book providers have not supported and do not participate in preservation 
initiatives such as PORTICO and LOCKSS which means there is no ‘back-up’ 
of an e-book. Although this was initially thought to be because of the cost 
implication, investigation in to the price paid by the publisher for either 
company to preserve and allow access to the content of the title show that 
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for LOCKSS it is free and for PORTICO the cost incurred is below 1% of the 
total revenue earned by the publisher on e-book sales.

• It is difficult to support the preservation of e-books due to the multiple 
different parts of the book e.g file format, software needed to access, 
content and formatting of the work itself and the need to preserve the mode 
of accessing the content of the e-book. This issue has been raised by the 
National Monograph Strategy.35

• The majority of the media on which e-books are stored decays very fast. In 
contrast to paper which has a 500 year life, the physical media which holds 
e-books is thought to have a 30 year life.36

2.10 – Evaluation

• The Return on Investment (ROI) can be used to quantify and evaluate the 
efficiency of a library resource. This performance indicator looks at the 
overall value of the resources and considers a number of factors such as: the 
time saved by staff, convenience of constant access and physical space saved 
in the library. This measurement is useful to a library as it allows the 
evaluation of resources and indicates which resources are cost-effective and 
beneficial to the library, and can therefore be used to justify the development 
of the collection. 

• However it is sometime hard to track the price of a resource due to the need 
of calculating the cost of time spent processing an e-book which can include 
processing MARC records, maintain knowledgebases, marketing the resource 
and answering user’s questions.37 With the purchase of many e-books being 
through the purchase of collections which include titles not chosen by the 
Librarians, libraries often end up with a number of title not used by the 
users. This can skew some of the usage statistics obtained when evaluating a 
resource.
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3 – Observations

In reviewing the existing literature on the problems of e-books it became apparent 
that much of the research that has been done has been on American Higher 
Education academic libraries. Furthermore many of the problems that have been 
identified are not to do with the every-day processes of managing and maintain an 
e-book collection. Therefore following a discussion with the Acquisitions Manager, 
Briony Heyhoe-Pullar, at the University of Huddersfield we have identified additional 
issues that arise with the acquisition, management, delivery and evaluation of an e-
book collection on a daily basis and operational level.

• After receiving the order confirmation, URL of the e-book and invoice there 
is often more than a forty eight hour delay is gaining access to the title. 
Although the suppliers stipulate that there is a twenty four hour delay it is 
often more than this. Not only does this frustrate the users, who are used to 
the instant delivery by I-tunes and Amazon, but it also creates unanticipated 
delays in the workflow.

• Spot-checking of the e-book MARC records is currently employed at 
Huddersfield and it has been noticed that some of the records are of poor 
quality. Poor quality metadata can prevent users from performing accurate 
and precise searches which can waste their time, confuse them and stop 
them from realising the potential of the collection.

• Another problem that has been noted at Huddersfield is how to deal with 
books that are running low on credits. Although it is possible to set up email 
alerts once an e-book has reached a specified number of credits many of the 
suppliers continue to send low credit alerts for every credit used after the 
specified level. With the work being spread across a team it has been 
recognised that a workflow to prevent duplication needs to be created.

• In relation to the low credit alerts it has been recognised at Huddersfield that 
before a decision to repurchase after the use of all the credits, an evaluation 
of the resource and its use must be performed. The information that would 
be required would be usage statistics, other models through which the title is 
available and the date the credits will automatically renew. By having this 
information it would be possible for the librarians to make an informed 
decision on which model would be best to purchase. For example 
Huddersfield has recognised that if an e-book is used heavily by a course for 
one week out of the year the credit based model is best, but if an e-book is 
used intensively by an individual throughout the year an outright purchase is 
preferred.

• When an e-book has run out of credits the decision to repurchase is 
essentially a renewal, however it is not possible to renew an e-book. Instead 
the title has to be purchased again which involves going through the whole 
purchasing process again which is time consuming and staff intensive.

• One of the main problems that Huddersfield has found is that not all of the 
e-books purchased from the supplier are appearing in their discovery tool’s 
knowledgebase. Therefore after purchasing the title it is not possible to allow 
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access through the discovery tool which makes it difficult for a user to 
discover and utilise the resource.

• It is impossible to carry out access checks, therefore it is possible that access 
to a resource could be lost.

• With many suppliers beginning to offer the ability to download academic e-
books to mobile devices Huddersfield have identified a number of issues that 
act as a barrier to the user accessing the title. Firstly the process of 
downloading an e-book from a platform to a mobile device is neither 
obvious nor intuitive. This complicated process means that to ensure that the 
users can realize the potential of an e-book collection it would be necessary 
to provide training sessions for the users. Secondly some users have also 
encountered problems when trying to download the e-book such as the 
computer freezing during the download and not allowing them to go any 
further. This complex process of downloading an e-book to a mobile device 
can frustrate a user and waste their time.

• Another issue is that e-books are only accessible from the supplier’s 
platform. Therefore if there is a maintenance downtime or an unanticipated 
outage it is not possible to access the books.

• With the introduction of MyReading, reading list software, Huddersfield 
ensures that all titles marked as essential by the course tutor are available 
from the library. However because the suppliers reserve the right to change 
the titles within a package during a subscription period, if an essential title 
can be found within an Ebrary package it is necessary to purchase another 
copy to ensure that access is always possible.  
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Appendix I- Who holds information about e-books?

We thought it would be a useful exercise to map onto a grid all the actors who hold 
information about e-books. It is worth noting that in the case of the MARC record, 
metadata and e-book the versions held by the different actors could all be different.
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Appendix II- E-Books: Issues for Users 

Implicit in the issues for e-book acquisition by academic libraries are a range of 
problems and irritations that arise for library users around e-books. While, as 
mentioned above, full-text anytime anywhere access makes e-books increasingly 
generally popular with users, in practice the constraints surrounding their 
acquisition and deployment by libraries raise problems for users. 
The issues for users that arise in the literature surveyed above can be clustered 
around the following five themes: 

Multiple systems:
• Multiple formats with varying quality - the EPUB standard is particularly 

disliked by some users due to poor formatting and limited interactivity, 
especially for Maths and the Sciences. Overall the sheer number of 
formats is confusing and off-putting

• Having to source e-books from multiple suppliers
• Multiple platforms and interfaces used by e-book suppliers that have to 

be learnt
• Multiple reading apps or software that need to be downloaded for the 

various platforms

Too many restrictions on use: 
• Limitations on use, such as how much content a user can view in a single 

session
• Limitations on the number of simultaneous users
• Limitations on the number of times a single user can view a text
• Limitations on the longevity of access 
• Platform limitations on the ability to annotate texts
• Limitations on printing, e.g. only being able to print a page at a time
• Limitations on being able to download texts for offline access
• Inability to download texts to mobile devices (phones, tablets and e-

readers)
• Limitations on where texts can be read e.g. on campus only
• Inability for tutors to use e-books in handouts and course packs

Too little user choice and control: 
• They can’t use the device they prefer
• They often can’t use the reading app they prefer
• They often can’t use the format they prefer
• They often can’t choose where and when to access an e-book – the very 

factor that made the idea so attractive in the first place
• Users want control over how they use texts, not to be hemmed in by 

seemingly arbitrary constraints

Incompatibility with non-academic e-book systems, and inferior as well: 
• Limited functionality and poor navigation compared to non-academic e-

books
• Poor and misleading discovery systems, with confusing labels making it 

hard to detect what is available in full to the user
• Hard to integrate their academic e-reading with their non-academic
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• For learners with accessibility needs, navigating discovery systems can be 
hard, on top of difficulties in navigating the content

• Academic e-books can force ways of working on the user, e.g. reading on 
computer screen rather than dedicated e-readers 

An under-developed ecosystem for academic e-books: 
• While commercial e-books provide instant access, access to academic e-

books can be delayed
• There is often a lag in making texts available in electronic formats
• The catalogue for academic e-books remains limited
• Very limited inter-library loan system for e-books
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